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City of Virginia Beach Organizational Mission & Values 
The City of Virginia Beach exists to enhance the economic, educational, social and physical quality of the 
community and provide sustainable municipal services which are valued by its citizens. The City of 
Virginia Beach organization is based upon a belief in the democratic process of government. This belief 
provides meaningful ways for citizens, reflecting the diversity of our City, to contribute to the development 
of public policy. This process is enhanced by organizational values which guide member performance 
within the Virginia Beach Quality Service System. These Values define our desired organizational culture.  
We value quality customer service; teamwork; leadership and learning; integrity; commitment; and 
inclusion and diversity. 
 
Class Summary 
Supervise and perform a variety of painting tasks, including spray and sign painting. 
 
Representative Work Functions and Responsibilities 
Perform skilled painting of interior and exterior surfaces. 
 
Prepare surfaces by performing tasks such as glazing, puttying, caulking, and paint removal to maintain 
City facilities. 
 
Plan work by interpreting plans, specifications or sketches and direct the work of other painters to ensure 
completion of work in accordance with established standards.  
 
Fill out work orders and daily log sheets to maintain records of completed work. 
 
Estimate material costs for inter-departmental transfers.  
 
Perform other job duties requiring skills, knowledge and physical requirements as demanded by those 
duties described or less. Individual assignments will be determined by the supervisor based on then 
current workloads and department needs. 
 
Performance Standards 
Effectively supervise painting of building exterior and interior surfaces in accordance with established 
practices; properly operate hand and power tools associated with trade; routinely follow all safety 
procedures; maintain records in clear and concise manner; operate automotive equipment safely; 
maintain painting equipment in clean and proper working order; ensure that proper quality and quantity of 
painting supplies are purchased for conformity with operational needs; exercise sound judgment in 
avoiding loss of material and equipment through improper mixing and/or intermixing, storage or handling;  
demonstrate ingenuity in completing work efficiently when resources are limited or unavailable; and 
effectively communicate with supervisors when proposing changes which will affect the durability, 
appearance or cost. 
 
Minimum Qualifications 
High school or GED plus five (5) years’ experience in the field of painting; or any equivalent combination 
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of experience and training which provides the required knowledge, skills and abilities. 
 
Must have, or obtain, a current and valid Virginia or North Carolina driver’s license in accordance with 
Virginia or North Carolina DMV driver’s license eligibility requirements. 
 
Preferred Qualifications 
Some supervisory experience. 
 
Special Requirements 
All employees may be expected to work hours in excess of their normally scheduled hours in response to 
short-term department needs and/or City-wide emergencies. 
 
Successful completion of a pre-employment physical. 
 
Knowledge-Skills-Abilities Required to Perform Satisfactorily 
A.  Knowledge 

1. Knowledge of painting methods, practices, materials and tools. 
2. Knowledge of flash points and explosive limits of materials used.  
3. Knowledge of hazardous involved in this type of work, hazardous material labeling practices 

and proper safety precautions. 
B. Skills 

1. Skill in advanced painting techniques utilizing brushes, rollers, hand-held spray guns, high-
pressure, airless spray pumps. 

2. Skill in mixing and applying pre-treatment agents, epoxies, silicone, latex, varnish, enamel, 
non-skids, teflon, polyurethane, neoprene, alkyd coating, and various experimental 
preservatives. 

3. Skill in tinting paints to specific colors or shades using base colors to meet job and material 
specifications or requirements. 

C. Abilities 
1. Ability to plan and supervise the work of others. 
2. Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships. 
3. Ability to maintain work related records and prepare reports based on them. 
4. Ability to climb and work from a 40-foot ladder.  
5. Ability to read and interpret directions for mixture, use and application of materials being 

applied and to determine the proper procedure and method of application.   
6. Ability to stoop and bend frequently and carry objects or material weighing up to 45 lbs. up a 

ladder. 
 

Working Conditions 

Working conditions are intended to provide a general overview of the environmental conditions inherent in 
the job setting, as well as the physical, mental, and sensory requirements necessary to perform the 
essential functions of positions in the noted job title. A more detailed description will be made available at 
the position (PCN) level both internally and externally with all posted open positions. 

NOTE: Per HR Policy 6.19, Americans with Disabilities, the City follows the requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in all hiring and employment decisions.  The City shall not 
discriminate on the basis of disability in its hiring and employment practices.  The City shall make 
reasonable accommodations for the known physical or mental limitations of a qualified applicant or 
employee with a disability upon request unless the accommodation would cause an undue hardship on 
the operation of the City’s business. 
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